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Faced with the hostile Lin Yaoyan, Qin Fengyue was unmoved, even when the other party
spoke out against him he didn't say anything, calmly looking at them.

When Lin Yaoyan saw Qin Fengyue's unmoved look, his anger grew even more

in his heart, but he was stopped by Qin Bingyu: "Honey, cut the crap, there is no need to argue

over this trivial matter, Xiao Feng, you are also tired, so rest for a few days, you still have to
do this matter, understand?"

Qin Fengyue still did not speak.

However, Qin Xiaorou hurriedly replied in place of Qin Fengyue, "Don't worry,
sister Bing Yu, my brother will just rest for two days, he will definitely do this matter, not to
mention that he is most competent in handling this matter."

Qin Fengyue's brows furrowed, but seeing Qin Xiaorou's expression, which
was full of doting, it eventually turned helplessly into silence without words.

"Good, then it's a deal, you guys do your best." Only then did Qin Bingyu

spread a smile and pulled Lin Yaoyan away with quick steps.



As the two left around the corner where the two siblings Qin Fengyue could not

see, Qin Bingyu's face suddenly turned gloomy as she said in a cold voice, "Lin Yaoyan, do you
know that you almost ruined my grand plan! Do you want to die or do you no longer want
everything the Lin family has to offer? I can make you and I can equally destroy you!"

"Yes, I'm sorry, I'm wrong, I won't dare to do it again ......" Lin Yao Yan, who
was just so proud and hostile, was now like a cowardly mouse, not daring to retort in the

slightest, and his gaze towards Qin Bingyu was full of evasiveness.

On the other side, after seeing Lin YaoYan and his wife leave, Qin Fengyue
spoke up discontentedly, "Sister, you shouldn't have agreed to them just now, they are on the
verge of death and are frantically testing the waters, getting involved with them will not end

well!"

Qin Fengyue saw very clearly that he was a puppet supported by the side line
to infiltrate the elders of the main family, and those old things in the main family also

understood very well, and had specially activated him in order to appease the side line.

But every step he takes, everything he does, is like walking on thin ice. On the
outside, he seems to be in a great position, being the first side line to become a clan elder of

the main family and the youngest elder, but in reality, he is dancing the dance of death on the
edge of a cliff, and the slightest mistake will break his body and ruin his life.

Lin Yaoyan and Qin Bingyu, the couple, were no good, seemingly plotting the

Jinling Lin family to seek revenge on Lin Hao, but after Qin Bingyu returned to the family, her
hands reached out too far, and Qin Fengyue always felt that this matter was not as simple as

they said.



"Brother, I find that you are getting more and more timid, where is the you
who was once not afraid of the sky and the earth? You are really letting me down too much!"
Qin Xiaorou didn't appreciate Qin Fengyue's bitterness, instead she angrily accused Qin

Fengyue!

"Brother, I'm really disappointed, is your goal really just to be a small elder?
Are you satisfied with just one elder? Do you know that people climb higher and water flows

lower, once you take the first step, you must swim against the current, otherwise you will only
go backwards and be eliminated, if you don't become a better existence, how can I get a

better life!" The more Qin Xiaorou said the more dissatisfied she looked on her face.

Qin Fengyue frowned, somewhat dumbfounded, the reason why he kept
climbing up the ladder was just to give his sister what she wanted, and getting stronger was

just to protect this only sister.

The reason why he kept climbing up the ladder was to give his sister what she
wanted, to become stronger and to protect his only sister. If something happened to him, what
would happen to his fair-looking but not very strong little sister, who had no one to rely on but
him?

"Say something, why don't you say something! You said you would give me

everything I wanted, but? Sai Aizen Serving Sai Foo Aizi? Have you done that! You liar!" Like
Lin Yaoyan, the more silent Qin Fengyue was, the more anger and discontent he inspired in

them, and Qin Xiaorou even angrily grabbed Qin Fengyue's collar and angrily rebuked.

"Little sister, you have to stop this, the power you have has surpassed most

people, and you even have wealth that you can never spend in this lifetime, what more do you
want? They are simply using me as a gun with ill intentions, the slightest mistake will bring



about the end of all things, and everything you have will be reduced to smoke, do you
understand?"
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"Oooh, I don't understand, I don't understand anything." Qin Xiaorou felt a little guilty when
she listened to Qin Fengyue's words, but she couldn't resist the temptation of that power, no,
her brother could definitely do it, if only her brother worked a little harder, everything she
wanted would be within her reach.

In fact, no matter what class of people, the worry index is the same!

Beggars worry about getting a full meal, those with little money want more
money, those with more money want to have power, those with power want to be even more
powerful, and even those who stand at the top of power want to be so powerful forever!

If money is compared to cigarettes, then power is the du product, and Qin

Xiaorou has already dabbled in it and can never quit.

The desire for power had swallowed up what little guilt there was left.

He squatted down and gently rubbed his little sister's head, sighing helplessly,
"Little sister, it'smy brother's incompetence, but that couple is really no good, you come with

me, I'll show you something."



Qin Feng Yue pulled Qin Xiaorou out of the ancestral shrine and drove his car
quickly to a place on the outskirts of the capital where the weeds were as high as a man.

Qin Xiaorou wrinkled her brow: "Brother, what are we doing here?"

"Shhh, you'll know in a moment.? Di jie shandi wu closed closed west?" Qin
Fengyue told Qin Xiaorou not to make any noise.

After about twenty minutes of waiting, a Wuling Hongguang sped up and the

car drove straight into the wild grass, all the way to the small thatched hut.

Qin Fengyue told Qin Xiaorou to watch.

Soon, the van opened up and the person who got down from the driver's seat
turned out to be Qin Bingyu's husband, Lin Yaoyan!

Lin Yaoyan opened the trunk of the car and carried from it two wonderful girls
who were tied up tightly and gagged, and by the moonlight also vaguely noticed that the two

women were quite marked looking.

"It's not much, right? It's just a few ordinary women, with his Lin Yao Yan's
big young character, what is there." Qin Xiaorou said discontentedly, it was just bullying two

ordinary women, just casually slaughtering chickens and ducks, what was so strange about it.



What's so strange about that? Which one of the family's sons didn't have some

such hookups?

It was nothing? It was just a few ordinary women?

Why had his sister become like this? She had become more and more strange

and frightening to him!

Was this really his own sister?

"These two girls he brought with him, there is something else besides insulting

them afterwards." Qin Fengyue frowned and forced himself to speak on with disgust.

"Heh, but is it just killing and dumping the bodies after insulting them? It's not
the usual trick, it's not like I haven't done it before ...... No way brother, what's that look on
your face, you haven't never done it before, have you?" Qin Xiaorou looked at Qin Feng Yue's
stunned expression, Qin Xiaorou simply found a new continent general expression.

His own brother was the gun of the side and the main family, and now this

couple, how could it be that he had never done such a nasty thing!

It didn't take long for Lin Yao Yan's hisses to come from inside, and
indescribable sounds to come out, accompanied by the woman's soft cries of pain.



It didn't take long for it to quieten down.

From the beginning to the end, Qin Xiaorou did not say a word, looked frank

and relaxed, not afraid, moreover, she did not feel that Lin Yaoyan had done anything too

much, and was even a little bored, thinking that her brother was childish, just this little shit,
why drag herself out in the middle of the night?

"I secretly installed a camera inside, you can see for yourself." Qin Fengyue
took out his tablet computer and opened a software, and soon, the picture inside the thatched
hut was able to be seen clearly.

The screen showed that at this moment, Lin Yaoyan was taking the two

wonderful girls that he had already insulted and was mutilating them . Dismemberment!
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Qin Fengyue was already ready to cover Qin Xiaorou's mouth at any time to avoid her

shrieking out of excessive shock, but to Qin Fengyue's horror.

Qin Xiaorou looked as normal and even watched the scene with some relish,
and even thought that the blood-covered Lin Yaoyan was a little bit handsome what was going

on?

But Qin Xiaorou's reaction caused Qin Fengyue's heart to sink to the bottom.



"Keep looking down." Qin Fengyue's voice was already trembling a little, and
there were some thoughts in his mind that simply kept flashing uncontrollably.

It was not until the next scene that that Qin Xiaorou revealed a slightly
frightened look.

Only to see that Lin Yaoyan's body had changed, turning into a hairy monster,
huge in size and covered in white hair, picking up pieces of meat full of blood on the counter

and stuffing them into his mouth continuously, although there was no sound, but even through
the screen, one could feel the crunching sound the monster made as it chewed.

The hair on Lin Yao Yan's body glowed like a dream, divine and majestic, but
it was contrary to what he was doing at the moment, as if an angel and a devil had descended

on him at the same time.

After a brief moment of panic, Qin Xiaorou's eyes showed a glow of longing, it
was power, it was a symbol of great power, she was longing for this power, if she gained this

power, wouldn't she be able to gain even more power?

Power in this world has changed for the worse, having money and power is not
the strongest, having great strength is the only way to gain endless money as well as supreme

power!

At this moment, it was no longer Qin Fengyue who was dancing the dance of

death on the edge of the cliff, but his sister, Qin Xiaorou!



Hell is empty, the devil is on earth.

It was only at this moment that Qin Fengyue began to truly regret!

The once tender sister who would only hide in his arms and cry had changed,
becoming incomparably strange to the extent that even he felt afraid.

At this moment, Qin Xiaorou was even more terrifying and cold in Qin Feng

Yue's eyes than that Lin Yaoyan who was chewing on the body of a wonderful young girl.

"What's wrong with you, brother? Is your body not feeling well?" Qin Xiaorou
returned to her senses and felt Qin Feng Yue's pale face, his body was covered in cold sweat,
and even his lips were a little white, Qin Xiaorou smiled slightly and touched Qin Feng Yue's
forehead with incomparable tenderness.

"Strange, there's no fever either." Qin Xiaorou spoke in a somewhat strange

manner.

"I'm fine." Qin Fengyue was busy shaking his head.

"It's good that you're fine, let's go back brother, it's quite late and there's
nothing to see here." Qin Xiaorou thought of something and added, "Brother you have to rest
well, rest for two days and then do your own thing know."



Qin Fengyue was silent and speechless as he drove away, he knew what Qin

Xiaorou was talking about, that was to complete the task Lin Yaoyan had arranged with Qin

Bingyu properly and abduct more believers for the Qin family's old ancestors.

At the same time Qin Fengyue surprisingly felt incomparably horrified that

originally Qin Xiaorou had desperately wanted to make herself an apostle of the Old Ancestor
and then obtain even more power and status for her.

But just now, after seeing how powerful and perversely terrifying Lin Yaoyan

was, Qin Xiaorou seemed to have changed her mind, no longer allowing Qin Feng Yue to
obtain such power, she herself wanted to become such an apostle even more!

On the way, Qin Fengyue wanted to speak several times, but ultimately chose
to remain silent and speechless.

......

Inside the office of the small supervisor under the Kyoto Dragon Sect branch,
Wu Liang was crossing his legs in his office, leaning back in his chair, that was a relief.

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and
services to the market.



After all, the demon capital is not comparable to the capital city, where even a
small sub-district supervisor, but the head of the demon capital headquarters have to give a

few face when they see him.

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a lot
of money from the internet. The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who have been
in the business for a few days, and you can find a lot of people who have been in the business
for a few days.
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Knock, knock!

"Supervisor Wu Liang, it's me." The voice of the female secretary rang out at
the door.

"Enter."

The office door opened and the female secretary in a professional lady's suit
walked in and placed a pile of information on Wu Liang's desk, "Supervisor Wu Liang, this is
our North District missing persons case, it has a detailed description of the case information."

"Here is also a mysterious religion file, this is the other districts always have a
number of people who have had sudden breakthroughs and all mention a rather mysterious
religion called the Great God of Deja."



Ha?

The Great God of Deja? Why don't you say Gaia the Great, what the hell kind
of religion is that!

However, Wu Liang was in the Dragon Return Sub-district, and he knew those

so-called religions very well, so much so that they must have something to do with the

immortal slaves, who preached religion, anyway, what kind of title, what kind of god, in
order to gain more followers and increase the power of faith.

Wu Liang flipped through the back of this information, looked at it carefully

and nodded his head, this was the immortal slaves who were up to something.

The other party was really cautious, these people were very scattered, and
there were hardly any believers from the northern district present, most of them were drawn

from other districts, there were illusionist cultivators and ordinary people, and this so-called
Deja Vu was extremely spiritual, they didn't need to pay any price, they just needed to

devoutly believe in Deja Vu, and they would be able to obtain what they wanted.

Naturally there was a constant flow of people who went to participate and to
become believers, but this religion was also very cautious, only their chosen people could
become believers, and basically most of those who joined of their own accord could not get a

place as believers.

"I'll look into this carefully, although it has something to do with our northern

district, but it's not necessarily our northern district's business, isn't it? As for this whatever

missing persons case, you take it back and give it to the JC Bureau to deal with." Wu Liang



also reprimanded his secretary twice: "Xiao Lin ah, it's not your first day with me, is it? You

still can't tell what cases are handled by our department, can you? How do you think you can

bring a missing person case to me? We are the Dragon Gate Division, not the JC Bureau, not
the police station!"

The secretary called Xiao Lin was embarrassed, "That, supervisor, this case
may really have to be transferred to our bureau."

"Huh? Are you sure?" Wu Liang also froze for a moment, what the hell is the
situation. A missing persons case was also going to be transferred to their department?

Wu Liang brought over the information on the mysterious disappearance case,
which showed that so far, in less than a week's time in the capital, thirteen young girls had

disappeared one after another, from all walks of life, with almost nothing in common.

If you have to say that there is any commonality, there is only one, that is, they
all have a good figure and are quite pretty, but this point can not be the key to solve the case
ah.

The local jing was also investigating through various means, but nothing was

found, no clues, but the bureau is also a phantom master, they sensed that this is a phantom

master in crime.

The crime committed by the Illusory Spiritist was beyond their capabilities
and likewise fell under the jurisdiction of the Dragon Sect.



"Then let's arrange for someone to investigate thoroughly, out? Ai Xi Pao Zha

Er Zha Closed Service? Go and arrange it."

"Yes, supervisor." Xiao Lin quickly departed, closing the door behind him with

his hand.

Wu Liang, on the other hand, was stuck in a tangle, what was going on? Was it

the immortal slaves from the demon capital who felt that they were pretty much divided up
over there in the demon capital and ran to the capital to develop followers?

These religions didn't matter, as long as these immortal slaves didn't turn
those believers into second generation immortal slaves, it was still quite good for those

believers, so the attitude within the Dragon Sect on the other hand was not supportive, yet not
opposed either.

But once the second-generation immortal slaves are turned into blood-sucking
monsters, then the Dragon Sect will definitely pursue the matter to the end.

Or perhaps the capital's local immortal slaves have followed suit?

After all, the capital was still under the jurisdiction of the Qing Yun Heavenly
Palace, and Lin Hao had collected so many powerful immortal slaves, so it was no joke.
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So Wu Liang submitted his report to his superiors, who also submitted the information

upwards again to Zhao Chen, the town guard of the capital.

Then it was called back to Wu Liang by Zhao Chen.

Lin Hao had to be asked to intervene in this matter, even the Dragon Gate
town guards were not qualified to order the immortal slaves of the Qingyun Heavenly Palace.

Wu Liang cried and laughed and called Zhao Chen. He heard that this town

guard was Lin Hao's old subordinate, so it would be more appropriate for Zhao Chen to step

in.

However, when Zhao Chen called, he said, "Fuck off, I'm your boss, I'll let you
do whatever you want, I'm Lin Hao's old subordinate, you also have some friendship with Lin

Hao? Go deal with it yourself.

When he saw such a rogue and unscrupulous boss, Wu Liang laughed bitterly,
"Damn, you're even more unscrupulous than me, Wu Liang!

After a night of partying at the Lin family's house in Jinling, everyone was
drunk, no one used their aura to resist the alcohol, they were all drunk as hell, mainly because
they were happy.

The group stayed at the Lin family home, but there were always some people

who were restless, such as Mo Tianji, who had already helped himself to his room, but as soon



as he left he came out, pointing at the big white cat and yelling, "Kill this big dog and keep

drinking and eating meat. Who's afraid? Drink up!"

He was so angry that Rui Lin sent a paw over and knocked Mo Tianji

unconscious, cursing and throwing Mo Tianji in his room, "You're not drunk, who's a big dog,
your whole family is a big dog, Laozi is a cat, ah pooh, Laozi is a divine beast, white tiger
divine beast understand?"

Jun Wu Regrets side is even more difficult, is also sent home, but the result is
frozen explosion big bear in the doorway to sleep all night, who pulled him can not be good,
see this scene, the Lin family people are also crying and laughing, had to let them go.

The next day everyone in the Lin family had a breakfast and left, but talking
about the embarrassing things that happened to those people last night, froze and wasted half

a pot of porridge, all sprayed almost, Mo Tianji and JunWu Regret is red-faced vow, and then
drink more is the dog!

Lin Hao personally sent them off, er, that was a bit odd.

Lin Ruoshi took Lin Hao's hand: "Dad, when is mum coming out of seclusion,
I'm starting to miss mum."

Lin Hao smiled helplessly, "Not so soon, don't be anxious, this is a critical time

for your mother, no one can disturb her."



"Good bah, then Xiaoshi won't disturb mommy's retreat, daddy has to take
Xiaoshi out to play oh, and you can't leave Xiaoshi behind wherever you go na." Lin Ruoshi
blinked adorably, a wry glint in her eyes.

The next Lei Ling directly could not hold back his laughter, Lin Hao was also
crying and laughing, good guy, so you are waiting here, you girl is wanting to go out to play,
not really miss mommy ah.

Lin Hao did not refuse and agreed.

It just so happened that his phone also rang, Lin Hao saw that it was an

unfamiliar phone and hung up straight away.

Wu Liang in the office of the northern branch of the capital: !!!

No, got hung up?

Well, how about not calling, it's not like he didn't do anything himself isn't it?

After Zhao Chen knew about it, he directly cursed, "Don't you know how to

keep calling if you don't answer? If you don't finish this job, you can go back to the demon

capital.



Wu Liang could only continue to call Lin Hao's phone.

Lin Hao found that the call came in again and was speechless, but hung up
anyway, but the call kept coming.

Lin Hao was a bit puzzled and picked up the phone, but didn't speak.

"Crooked? Is it General Lin?" Wu Liang was so excited that he almost didn't
jump up, his kung fu was not worth the effort, he finally picked up the phone ah.

However Lin Hao's words were straightforward? Dyeing sire er sire Lu Fu

zero? leaving him half cold, Lin Hao said breathlessly, "Who are you?"

"I ah ...... me Wu Liang ah, the head of the Dragon Regulation District

Department na ......" Wu Liang wanted to cry, Lin Hao can really noble man forgetting things,
unexpectedly pressed not remember himself ah.

Lin Hao smiled awkwardly: "You ah, just did not hear it at once, sorry ah, you
call my phone for something?"
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"There is, and it's a big deal!" "I didn't have the heart to disturb General Lin's rest last night,
but it turns out that two more wonderful girls in the capital went missing last night, and ......



even weirder things happened this morning, and two ducks went missing." Wu Liang also had

a headache.

This case of the missing myriad girls already gave him a headache, and now

how come even ducks are missing!

Could it be that the myriad young girls couldn't satisfy that pervert anymore?

Lin Hao was all confused, you're sick, right?

"No, missing persons, that's a matter for the JC, right? If the JC can't manage it,
it's also for your Dragon Sect. Also, what does the matter in the capital have to do with you,
the head of the Dragon Sect branch in the demon capital?" Lin Hao was speechless, you are a
bit too broad in your control, right?

The mysterious disappearance case is related to the illusionary spirit master,
and we suspect that there may also be an immortal slave in the capital city, combined with

those things that happened in the demon capital, the disappearance of these young girls may

have a great relationship with the second generation of immortal slaves in those failed
products. "

"This matter is beyond the scope of our Dragon Sect's capabilities, and Town

Guard Zhao Chen said that we still need you, General Lin, to take a trip?"



Lin Hao rolled his eyes, "He Zhao Chen didn't come to invite me personally,
but asked you to come? He's become a drifting man since he became a town guard, why is he
so arrogant? I'm not available, if you want me to come out, ask him, Zhao Chen, to come and

invite me personally, that's all."

Lin Hao hung up the phone straight away, this brat, the spectrum was quite

big.

However, if this matter really concerned the immortal slaves, then the Dragon
Sect really couldn't solve it, after all, the strongest people in the Dragon Sect were only the
four town guards and the fourth grade early illusionary spirit masters, these immortal slaves

were basically all third grade peak to fourth grade realm bottom, and there were not even a

few fifth grade illusionary spirit masters, they really couldn't handle it.

With a movement of Lin Hao's divine thoughts, a haze of empty doors lit up

within the main hall of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, and Lin Hao's huge divine silhouette
stepped out of the empty doors.

Swish!

All the immortal slaves who were cultivating with their eyes closed within the
main hall seemed to feel something and swiftly opened their eyes, and upon seeing Lin Hao's
phallic manifestation of sainthood, they all knelt down and bowed to the ground, "Greetings,
Immortal Sovereign!"

"Get up." Lin Hao raised his hand, "I'll give you a task, traces of immortal

slaves are suspected to have appeared in the capital, send your men to assist the Dragon Sect



for a while, remember, don't interfere with the internal structure of the Dragon Sect, you're
just there to assist in dealing with it."

"Yes, Immortal Sovereign!"

The haze dissipated, the divine light dissipated, and Lin Hao's virtual shadow
also dissipated.

Among these people, Zhao Yuanlong and Chen Xuanfeng were at the head.
Although Zhao Yuanlong's realm was only medium among the immortal slaves, he was the
first to follow Lin Hao, so his status was no worse, while Chen Xuanfeng was a bit behind Zhao
Yuanlong, but his strength was there, so the two had the highest status among this group of

immortal slaves.

After Zhao Yuanlong and Chen Xuanfeng discussed for a while, Zhao Yuanlong
decided, "In this way, Old Ghost Chen I will take the two of you down for a trip, if you can't
handle it, you can then send someone to assist, since the Immortal Sovereign said that, it
should be the immortal slaves in this division of the capital that can't sit still either."

"Okay, then you go and make arrangements, pay attention to safety, there is a
need? Yi Yi Lu Wu Di Zha Closing Dye? Contact anytime."

Zhao Yuanlong nodded gently, and three haze lights descended from the sky,
heading directly to the Dragon Gate capital town guards.



The haze of light was so swift that ordinary people could barely notice it, and
many Illusionary Spirit Masters didn't see it, and they intentionally hid their whereabouts, but
certain people still noticed them.

For example, the one from the Qin family's ancestral shrine.

"Hmm? Has the Qingyun Heavenly Palace made its move, is the movement

still too big? But it doesn't matter, the capital can't naturally compete with that bunch of

miscellaneous soldiers from the Demon Capital Sea Tide Members, and we'll see who will be
the master of the sink, and who will have the last laugh in the end, huh." After saying that the
voice fell silent once again.

In the North District, Qin Xiaorou licked the blood from the corner of her

mouth and gargled several times with mineral water outside the courtyard before pushing the
door in.

The courtyard seemed to be empty and silent.

Qin Xiaorou opened the door to her room, and just as she turned on the light,
she found someone in the room: "Ah, brother, what are you doing? You scared me!"
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Qin Xiaorou looked at Qin Fengyue who was sitting beside her bed with a serious face, and
couldn't help but complain.



Qin Fengyue wrinkled his brows and stared at Qin Xiaorou with a deadly stare.

"Why are you looking at me like that? It's already late, why don't you go back
to bed?" Qin Xiaorou said in an unpleasant manner.

As a result, Qin Fengyue was unmoved.

Qin Xiaorou frowned and reached out to take off her own clothes, "I'm going to

sleep if you don't leave, you know what my sleeping habits are!"

If it was any other time, my brother would have fled with a red face and a

smile, but today Qin Fengyue did not do so, Qin Fengyue spoke coldly, "After coming back

last night until now, where the hell have you been in the meantime!

"Are you crazy? You're a spoiling devil, but you're not in a position to restrict
my personal freedom, right? I was just hanging out with my girlfriends, do you have to make
it so serious." Qin Xiaorou angrily scolded, while a flash of weakness flashed in her eyes, but it
was well concealed by her, but she didn't let Qin Fengyue discover it.

"I'm sorry." Qin Fengyue lowered his head guiltily and stood up, glaring at Qin
Xiaorou in a serious and icy manner, "Xiaorou, I know what you want, don't worry, brother
will do it, but I'm also warning you! No matter what, I will not allow you to turn into a

monster like Lin Yaoyan, much less devour blood food."



After saying this Qin Fengyue turned and left, gathering his courage to walk
resolutely in the direction of the Qin family's ancestral shrine.

Looking at the departing Qin Feng Yue, Qin Xiaorou's face was full of
indifference, even revealing a sneer of disdain as she stuck out her bright red as blood tongue

and licked it, "Everything I want you cannot give, useless coward, what I want, I will fight for
myself!"

Bared!

Qin Xiaorou thought of something and her mouth watered, that longing and
urge surged up again, Qin Xiaorou couldn't care less, she just returned home and ran out again.

The next day ...... Dragon Gate North Division had two more missing ducks.

He did not know what happened after Qin Fengyue left, he was still
apprehensive and wandered outside the ancestral ancestral courtyard for a long, long time

before he pushed the door with difficulty to enter, the ancestral ancestral gates were closed.

Ever since the Old Ancestor had descended, no one in the Qin family, be it the
most senior clan elder or the patriarch, was allowed to open the gates of the Qin family's
ancestral shrine!

Qin Fengyue naturally did not dare to break this rule and knelt down with a
thud outside the ancestral ancestral door, "Qin Fengyue, the unworthy grandson of the Qin



Family, begs the Old Ancestor to grant me supreme greatness and obtain supreme glory, I am
willing to be a slave for all eternity and be at the disposal of the Old Ancestor, I only beg the
Old Ancestor to grant it, no matter how much Qin Xiaorou pleads in the future, I hope the Old
Ancestor will not grant such glory to Xiaorou! "

"Oh~? Why? Have you two siblings fallen out?" A frivolous voice came from

within the ancestral shrine, a pale and powerful voice full of majesty.

But the voice seemed a little puzzled.

Once he had said it more than once. Qin Fengyue was a good seedling and

wanted to bestow supreme greatness on him, but he had politely refused.

After all, Qin Fengyue had found so many believers for him and provided so

much faith power, plus his own talent was indeed good, being one of the few existences who

had reached the peak of the third rank of Illusionary Spirit Masters with his own efforts.

And the affection between this brother and sister that is self-explanatory.

"Yes, please also ask the old ancestor for his permission." Qin Fengyue
admitted it, but did not explain.

"Hehe, naturally, I can." The old ancestor of the Qin family laughed lightly, but
at the same time was full of anticipation, it's a pity that you are talking about before, not after,



the drama of brother and sister fighting each other, it should be exciting, not bad, it's also a
way to add a spice to these boring years.

Qin Fengyue respectful voice kneeling on the ground, vaguely an ancient and
great? The ground is closed Yi Lu dye closed closed? s figure, surrounded by divine light,
stood in front of himself.

A pair of large hands warmly fell on top of Qin Feng Yue's head, a mysterious
and powerful power source through the sky spirit cover into the body, how to say, that feeling
is like being a supreme expert instilled with hundreds of years of powerful internal energy as
the feeling.
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At the same time, the voice of the ancestor of the Qin family sounded like a god: "The
immortal touched my top, my hair was knotted and I received a long life, after that there is no
sickness or death, I am free to be an immortal!

Roar!

An earth-shattering beastly roar boomed inside the Qin family ancestral shrine,
the voice of Qin Fengyue? Shan Shan Di Pao Zha Shan Zha Servant?!

But this ancestral shrine was surrounded by divine light, so even if an
earth-shaking roar occurred here, it was impossible for the slightest movement to be heard

outside the courtyard, and even the divine light was concealed within it, so that no one could
detect it.



In front of the Qin ancestral shrine, Qin Fengyue hissed in pain in the form of a

half-human, half-beast, his eyes red like the pupils of a snake, demonic and bloodthirsty, his
body covered with scales of strange colours, all above the waist in the form of a snake, but
below in the form of a human, his feet still there, but his hands were gone, and even more

terrifyingly, a two-metre-long snake's tail had grown out behind him.

Qin Fengyue hissed in rage and struggled with bloodlust.

The young man had finally become a demon, and he had become what he hated

most!

For the sake of his sister, he gave up everything and turned into this inhuman

and ghostly form.

When the Qin family ancestor saw Qin Fengyue turn into this state, a flash of
disappointment passed through his eyes, he didn't expect his highly valued seedling to

become a failure.

With a wave of his hand, a delicate and fresh corpse was thrown in front of Qin
Fengyue's body, and the divine light slowly dissipated.

Looking at the corpse lying on the ground, the snake pupils in Qin Fengyue's
eyes surged with madness and also with the intention of violent struggle.



He struggled frantically as he gritted his teeth and resisted the madness of the

consciousness encroaching on his sanity, but his body continued to twist and turn as he moved

closer to the corpse.

The two consciousnesses were fighting even more in his mind!

"Eat it, eat him, eat him and you'll become stronger, more powerful, no longer
afraid of not being able to protect your sister, eat it!"

"No, I can't eat it, if I eat him I'll become the most hated person I've ever been,
and my sister will hate me too, I can't eat it, hold on, I must hold on!"

"Oh, who cares? You've already turned into a human being, what difference
does it make if you eat or not? Eat it quickly, your sister worships such a strong person, a
strong person who will do whatever it takes, eat this blood food you become immensely

strong and will always be able to protect your sister!"

Finally, Qin Fengyue trembled, writhing like a snake on the ground, and kept

slowly approaching towards that one corpse ......

At the last difficult moment, Qin Fengyue still forced himself to resist the

great temptation of the blood food and bit down violently on his thigh, tearing off a piece of
flesh from his thigh hard.



The intense pain caused Qin Fengyue to let out a hiss of pain, hissing while
spitting out a snake's letter.

This intense pain also made Qin Fengyue come to his senses and resist the
temptation of this blood meal with a stiff grip.

At the same time, Qin Fengyue's body slowly returned to its normal form, the
wound on his leg healing rapidly, but the feeling of emptiness made him feel as if he had lost

something, and his body entered a state of extreme weakness.

Only from this moment did Qin Fengyue regret it!

He already knew where Lin Yaoyan's terrifying power came from, it was from
the blood food, and if he didn't devour the blood food, he would have to burn his life and

potential as the price to stimulate that terrifying energy.

Bullshit Immortal Foo Me Top, it's all a fucking scam!

It's all a scam! Liars!

Other people miss their lives once they meet them, but he missed his life

when he stepped into the courtyard.



But when he thought about his sister, Qin Fengyue became determined again,
gritted his teeth and turned to leave.

"If you don't devour the blood food, you will continue to weaken even if you
don't use this power, and eventually become a ruined person! If you devour the blood food,
everything you want, everything you want to protect, can be achieved, are you really not
going to eat it?"

The voice of Qin Yuan, the ancestor of the Qin family, slowly emanated from

within the ancestral shrine.
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Qin Fengyue's movements faltered slightly, but only for a moment. Qin Fengyue left without
any hesitation and went back home, but did not see his sister. Qin Fengyue wanted to look for

his sister and reprimand her, but as a sensation of dizziness came over him, Qin Fengyue could
no longer support himself and directly passed out.

On the other side, Qin Xiaorou, who was having an affair with Lin Yaoyan, was
inside a closed chamber, swaying and partying with abandon, with dynamic music and

crimson lights.

This is another place where Lin Yao Yan stores his blood food. In the corner,
two small, cute but bruised women, their faces covered in tears, are tied up tightly and left in
the corner.



Next to them were two unconscious, little white faces in white suits, Qin
Xiaorou's blood food for the night.

After tasting the deliciousness of the blood food and trying to possess infinite
greatness, Qin Xiaorou could no longer restrain the devil in her heart as well as the desire in

her head, and fell completely with Lin Yaoyan.

The two even ate until they were happy to have a real battle between man and
woman in the secret room filled with the smell of blood.

......

At the Dragon Gate branch in the northern district of the capital, Wu Liang's
office was eagerly pushed open by his secretary, Xiao Lin, who walked in with an even uglier

look on his face, "Supervisor, uh ......"

Xiao Lin just wanted to report, but found that there was an unfamiliar old man

inside this office, which Xiao Lin did not know and did not dare to continue.

Although Xiao Lin had been with Wu Liang for quite some time, she had never
met Zhao Yuan Long, the ancestor of the Zhao family.

That's right, the people sent by the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace had arrived,
Zhao Yuan Long even personally went to the North District this to contact Wu Liang, seeing



that it was Wu Liang was an acquaintance, Zhao Yuan Long did not pose and discussed how to

deal with it.

"Go on, Zhao Lao is not an outsider." Wu Liang waved his hand.

"Yes, supervisor, just now we received news that three more beautiful girls

have gone missing, and two ducks from the nightclub have gone missing, the situation is
getting more and more serious, the director's side said that since we got assistance, let us
solve the case as soon as possible, obviously to put pressure on us now." Xiao Lin was also a bit
helpless, the three supervisory districts of the Northern Division had all ended up pushing the
pressure onto Wu Liang, while the other two supervisors were free as a whistle.

Obviously for Wu Liang, who had suddenly transferred over from the demon

capital, the system here wasn't very welcoming to them, and the exclusion couldn't be more
obvious.

"What do you know, with pressure comes motivation, and the more the

director is concerned about this case, the more it means that the credit is great, and if they

don't get involved and we finish it ourselves, won't the credit be greater." Wu Liang also

knows the secretary? 西地侍西依零零西? s meaning, but he didn't care much, Zhao Lao had
come, what was the panic.

"You go out first, remember, step up the search and continue to increase the

manpower." Wu Liang let Xiao Lin leave first.



Xiao Lin Li opened his mouth, Wu Liang looked at Zhao Yuan Long helplessly,
"Zhao Lao, what do you think about this matter, these bastards are getting more and more

rampant ah."

Elder Zhao smiled, "The other two peak fourth grade fairy children have

already gone to investigate, according to the information, it must be the second generation

fairy children who are responsible for this, and there is also news from the Sea Tide Fairy

Palace, this matter should not be the work of the fairy children from the demon capital."

"Since it was the fairy boy who stirred up the trouble, then naturally we will
handle it, I will go and pay my respects to the pier first tonight."

An immortal slave would not call himself an immortal slave, he would only

refer to himself as an immortal boy.

Hearing Zhao Yuanlong say this, Wu Liang's hanging heart dropped, since the
Qing Yun Heavenly Palace was involved in this matter, then things could be much simpler,
but Wu Liang actually hoped more that Lin Hao would personally come over to deal with this
matter.

How can I put it, I still feel that General Lin is reliable.

While Zhao Yuanlong was discussing with Wu Liang, over in Jinling, Lin Hao
was playing with Xiao Shi. Seven days would soon be up, and Lin Hao planned to activate that

parchment book again and look for something related to the Xuan Yuan Sword next stop.



It is worth mentioning that Chen Haobei is really too patient, once beaten up
by the big bear and thrown into the Qinhuai River, but the bastard is not afraid of death to

continue to come to the door, and now has been beaten to death, Lin Hao felt sorry for him,
and did not bother to let the big bear continue to beat him, anyway, not allowed to enter the

Lin family compound, do whatever you like to do.
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As for the big bear is even more boring, and can not be beaten to death, every time after

beating him back, he is also tired of beating ah.

Lin Hao was in the courtyard, holding Lin Ruoshi on the swing looking at the
clear night sky, counting the stars above the firmament, and having a good time.

A stream of light cut through the sky like a shooting star falling.

"Wow, Daddy, that shooting star is so beautiful! Hey, how come the shooting

star is a pretty sister, and, this sister Xiao Shi seems to have seen before yeah."

Lin Ruoshi was excited to see a shooting star fast wish wow, the result of a
closer look, uh, this is not a shooting star at all, but a flashing silver light, surrounded by a

silver inscription enveloped woman, is at a very fast speed across the sky, like a shooting star.

That to stream of light then landed steadily outside the Lin family gates.



Lin Hao was also quite puzzled: "Strange, why is she here? To be honest, I've
only seen her once, but I quite miss her."

"Dad, I remembered, it's Sister Liuli, the sister we dug up in the Thunder Split
Mountain Spiritual Domain. And she's still named after you, Daddy." At last, Lin Ruoshi
remembered, it was the Ancient God Clan they had first met, Lin Liuli, the woman with the
silvery one-horn, surrounded by inscriptions, her body taking on a translucent glazed sheen,
Lin Liuli!

The sole survivor of the Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain, which was
known within the Ancient God Race as the Underworld Spiritual Domain, as it was a spiritual
domain that was about to be swallowed up by the Underworld and no longer had any real
living spirits.

"Crap! A fairy!" Chen Haobei, who had been guarding the entrance, also saw
this woman who had descended from the sky like a fairy, and Chen Haobei's eyes went
straight.

The woman's appearance was not inferior to his goddess Shen Xiyan's. If it
wasn't for the difference between her and him, it would be hard to tell, but it could only be

said that each had its own characteristics.

Especially the silver unicorn horn on top of this woman's head, the glazed
lustre around her body, like a dream, that one inscription was more like an embellishment,
and now Lin Liu Li was wearing a Qin Huai green shirt, full of immortal aura.



Lin Liuli frowned and glanced at Chen Haobei, at this moment, where Chen
Haobei has the appearance of a great young man, ah, the whole person is a living beggar Ben

beggar, ragged clothes, dirty body everywhere is bruised and upper mouth, head swollen into
a pig's head, Ben? Serve Yi zero Yi closed closed Yi ground? Come quite handsome, at this
time it really became a pig.

"Why is there a stray dog in front of his house?" Lin Liuli was quite puzzled and
directly flung his sleeves, a huge force directly lifted Chen Haobei off the ground.

Ow!

Chen Haobei let out a miserable scream as he was directly flung by the huge
force and smashed into the Qinhuai River, which was a thousand metres away.

Grrrr!

"I'm treading ...... gululu, I, gululu, I'm not this unlucky, how many times, how
many times have you thrown the Qinhuai River, you guys are not human!" Chen Haobei was
still in the river water, so angry that he cursed, but he was in the water, cursing directly into
the river water with a large mouthful, to choke to death.

Hearing Chen Haobei's screams, the corners of Lin Hao's mouth twitched,
"Alas, this unlucky man, who don't you love? Why do you have to love a woman you can never

have?



The commotion woke up many people, Xu Fanghua put on a piece of clothing
and came out, Lin Rui and Lin Yun, Lei Ling and the others were not left behind, they all ran
out.

Lin Hao carried Lin Ruoshi and walked towards the courtyard to open the door
for Lin Liuli.

When Lin Hao opened the door, it was indeed Lin Liuli, but when he saw her

again this time, Lin Liuli felt like she had changed drastically from the first time he had met

her before, but Lin Hao couldn't say exactly what those changes were for a while.

"Liuli, welcome home." Lin Hao smiled as he looked at Lin Liuli.

Lin Ruoshi waved at Lin Liuli cutely, "Hello sister Liuli oh, we meet again,
Xiao Shi has missed you, sister Liuli doesn't know to come and see Xiao Shi more often."

Facing Lin Hao's smile made Lin Liuli feel a warmth she hadn't felt for a long
time, and it really felt like she was home, but Lin Liuli knew very well that she had lost her

family thousands of years ago, and the only one who survived in that part of the world was just
her.
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